
Scenario: Union Stockyard Corridor_ Assembling Innovation generating machine. 

 

 Chicago, the third largest city was once prosperous with large scale manufacturing district 
and heavy industry.  However as other rust belt cities did in late 20th century, Chicago had to 
confront the collapse of the economy. Manufacturing workers lost their jobs due to the shift and 
businesses moved out from the city seeking for survival. While many infrastructures from the past had 
been abandoned, my team is seeking a way to revitalize the industry in Chicago.  By going through 
rigorous sequence of research, my team realized strong possibility on revitalizing industry and 
economy by linking higher education institutions and innovative industry. 

 The research based project consist of three phase which are 01) research, 02) precedent 
study, 03) decision making. In this writing I will briefly describe how I and my team are driven to 
such result we currently have. 

 Chicago a once a prosperous city with heavy industry had to meet down fall on both jobs and 
population. One significant reason was the manufacturing businesses seeking lower paying workers at 
China or third world countries. Some cities like Detroit had to confront severe downfall while 
Chicago is currently seeking a way to revitalize by generating innovation. Our research was focused 
on studying Chicago’s attempt to become innovative city/global city. Our research on Innovation gave 
us a sense that Chicago and Illinois are heavily investing on Research and Development funds in 
order to grow STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) field.  Prominent Higher 
education institutions such as University of Chicago, University of Illinois-Chicago, and Illinois 
Institute of Technology were notable figures in terms of R&D investment and involvement with 
innovation.  

 Our second phase of the project was selected precedent study. Stanford Research Park which 
was established in 1951 in order to supply funds to the University became one of the innovation 
leading districts in the nation.  With highly talented recruitment pool from Stanford University, 
Stanford Research Park was able to attract leading innovative corporations and startup companies. 
Our research focused on the relationship between Stanford Research Park and the Industry by 
studying the composition of the Industry Park and contextual analysis. 

 With above two researches, my team developed a scenario where the relationship between 
Higher Education Institution and Innovative Industry creates a synergy by each supporting and 
providing their needs to each other. Universities will provide highly trained/talented individuals to the 
industries while the innovative industry will have an interactive relationship with Universities and the 
city of Chicago itself.  

 To implement our scenario, my team went through a comprehensive research on site 
selection.  We researched on boundaries, districts, zonings and edges. By studying zonings such as 
TIF(Tax incremental finance) district, Enterprise zone, and empowerement zoning in Chicago my 
team could come to a conclusion many industrial corridors which were defined by the city 
government should be ideal site. To select our opportunity site from the industrial corridors, we again 
went to research on districts and zonings which make us want to avoid. District such as historical 
district or conservation area were the components we found to avoid. Through this process we came 
up with three opportunity sites. Out of these three options, Union Stockyard corridor was the strongest 



site because of its geological location and its relationship with existing infrastructure. 

 Within the boundary of the Stockyard Corridor we developed a scenario where the city may 
both utilize the existing infrastructures and provide new medium in order to create synergy between 
existing and new. Many of the factory facilities in this corridor are abandoned or being used as storage 
space. Thus we came up with a story where these spaces can be utilized for startup companies and 
design companies which will have interactive relationship with the corporations and business leaders. 
By locating large scale headquarters near to the existing lofts, we are projecting more service 
companies, startup companies, design companies, commercials, and other related industry will move 
in to the site.  

 While the relationship between Head Quarters and smaller startup companies will have 
strong bond together, Higher education institution will have involvement by providing talented 
individuals and having partnership for research projects. To bring the University community into this 
corridor, we decided to provide institutional facilities which will become the interactive component 
between Universities and the industry. 

 

 Through this scenario in this specific site, I and my team are anticipating to generate 
innovation within Chicago. Machine gains its identity when it is assembled and what assembles the 
machine is network between components. By providing network between Higher education institution, 
Innovative Corporations and startup companies an Innovation generating machine will be assembled 
so that the industry in Chicago will be revitalized. 


